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President’s Report · Spring 2018
GREETINGS, FELLOW MEMBER-OWNERS!

We extended the outreach effort by including two
non-binding questions on the Annual Meeting
ballot, clearly framed by background information
in the member mailing. We also delayed deciding
whether to make this change until the March 14th
Board meeting following the Annual Meeting.
Part of the rationale for having non-binding questions on the ballot -- and scheduling the actual
decision at a Board meeting -- was recognition of
the Board’s fiduciary responsibility as elected owner representatives, plus the bylaw language that
“policies regarding discount structure...shall be set
by the Board.” It seems like we basically ended
up striving to find a ‘sweet spot’ within our blend
of participatory and representative democracy.

Glad for another opportunity to provide a
quarterly update on the decisions and activities
of your elected Board of Directors.
MEMBER DISCOUNTS
There has been a lot of focus and activity
regarding the question of switching from a fixed
2% member discount on every purchase to a
variable discount system which would provide
opportunities for intermittent member-only
savings. The rationale for considering such a
change is that this variable discount arrangement
would be more financially sustainable.
Most of the Board was present in November at a
well-attended in-person forum for member-owners about this issue. For the following three
weeks, a survey about the discount question was
available on-line and in the stores, evoking nearly
200 responses. A vote about this proposed
change to the member discount system was on
the January Board meeting agenda.

GFM EXPANSION
General Manager John Williams has updated
the Board monthly about his activities regarding
the potential expansion of Green Fields Market.
Feasibility stage steps are in process. In coming
months, we will organize and advertise two in-person forums -- one regarding the Market Study and
Pro Forma Budget, the other involving Store Design -- so members have an opportunity to learn
about and participate in the process as we move
toward a determination of the feasibility of this
pivotal plan for sustainable growth.

About a dozen non-Board member-owners
attended and participated in that meeting.
Originally slated as a 60-minute discussion, the
complex issue ultimately took up the bulk of the
meeting -- an illustrative example of both the
‘messiness’ and the beauty of democracy.
(An extra Board meeting was held two weeks
later to cover the remainder of the agenda.) A
range of perspectives emerged from the Board
and other member-owners. We did not achieve
anything close to unanimity, but maintained a
civil and respectful atmosphere. All voices were
heard and we worked through to an eventual
resolution.

ENDS POLICY
February is the month when the Board “monitors”
John’s report on the co-op’s Ends policy. (The
‘ends’ are the large goals we’re working toward
via the ‘means’ that are framed for the GM in the
Executive Limitation policies.) The Board accepted this year’s report as demonstrating “admirable”
progress toward the accomplishment of our aspirational Ends. It’s impossible to summarize the
rich information contained in this 28-page report,
but I expect you’ll swell with pride as I did if you
read it. The report may be accessed in the Member Forum on the FCC website -- it’s contained
within the Feb. 14th Board packet in the “From
the Board” section.

The initial plan, as noted, was to decide about
the proposed discount system change at that
January 10th meeting. But after much discussion and debate, there remained concern that
the outreach to ownership had been sufficiently
flawed --for example the survey was vaguely
worded and hadn’t been well promoted -- that
we didn’t feel confident we had adequately engaged our 3000+ owners regarding this potential
change to a basic and familiar member benefit.

The Board also took this as an opportunity to
revisit a proposal that flowed from the Multi-Year
Plan process reported on at last year’s Annual
Meeting. There was a recommendation to consider adding language regarding food justice -3
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a concept that also incorporates elements of
racial and class justice -- to our Ends. The Board
delegated a working group to research this issue.
We expect to seek relevant speakers for a
Strategic Conversation at a Board meeting to
educate the Board about this issue. We will also
reach out to membership to have dialogue about
this potential adjustment of our Ends policies,
which define our mission, our purpose, the
difference we want to be in the world.

deal of time and work into making this a
satisfying and productive event.
This event will include: a chance to contribute to
a timeline of memories from our co-op’s 40-year
evolution (bring pictures!), live music, kids’ activities with Trevor the Games Man, presentations
by Board officers and the GM, with a chance to
ask follow-up questions. We’ll also have comedy
skits, small group discussions, a last chance to
vote, sharing a nice meal together, plus a DJ and
dancing! What more could you want? et us know
on the Annual Meeting feedback forms.

FOSTERING A CULTURE OF CIVILITY AND
MUTUAL RESPECT
The Board has begun exploring how we can
more clearly develop a shared understanding
of expectations for civility and mutual respect in
our co-op culture. This is partly so that we might
have something in writing to proactively promote
civil and respectful conduct, as well as having a
reference point to facilitate communication and
resolution if a problematic situation develops.

If you won’t be at the meeting, I hope you vote
by March 4 via electronic or paper ballot to select Board candidates and to weigh in about the
member discount issue via the two non-binding
questions included on the ballot.
BOARD DEVELOPMENT
The Board voted to continue our long standing
working relationship with the co-op consultant
CDS by renewing our yearly contract. One component of their service is providing training opportunities. On Saturday January 6th, some of us
carpooled to Keene, NH for a day long training.

While honoring our diversity and our rights to
freedom of speech and expression, we believe
it’s also important to support a culture where
treating others with decency and respect is the
agreed-upon norm. This is in keeping with the
ethical value of “caring for others” contained in
the Cooperative Values and Principles incorporated in our Ends policy.

Three current Board members attended the advanced training session with the theme of “Developing a Great Relationship with your GM” (John
joked that he’d be willing to drive Board members
to the training). The three of us who attended
found it a valuable experience that will enhance
our Board service.

It also came up that when there’s been so much
coarsening of the standards of national discourse
and conduct in the past couple of years,
perhaps co-ops -- with our values-based way of
being in the world -- can play a role in modeling
a more principled way to have peaceful
affiliation, and to handle our differences and
disagreements with kindness and respect.

We were delighted that a potential Board candidate also joined us for the trip, attending the CBL
(Cooperative Board Leadership) 101 training. That
member-owner happened to decide not to run for
the Board (at least not this year -- hint, hint), but
their participation was a wonderful investment in
the development and broadening of the leadership capacity within our co-op. Think ahead about
whether you might want to attend the CBL101
training session next January.

ANNUAL MEETING
This Spring issue of the New Beet is arriving in
the stores, on the website, and in some of our
inboxes (if you’ve signed up for the FCC E-News
updates) just before our Annual Meeting on
Sunday, March 4th. The Membership
Engagement Committee, Vice President Lynn
Benander (as Board-delegated coordinator),
and staff (particularly Outreach and Communications Manager Sarah Kanabay) have put a great

In service,
George Touloumtzis
FCC Board President
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Dear Valued Member-Owner,
Join us in celebrating 40 incredible years of community ownership at this year’s Annual Meeting on
Sunday, March 4th, 2018. The festivities will kick off at 1:30 p.m. In this mailing you’ll find important
information about the gathering, the state of our co-op, an update on expansion plans, and proposed changes to the 2% fixed member discount program. We are looking forward to a fun, collaborative afternoon of discussion, memory sharing, community building, delicious food, and a dance
party!
YOUR VOTE COUNTS!
This year’s ballot will include the Board Election and Non-binding Ballot Questions regarding proposed changes to the 2% Fixed Member Discount program.* One ballot may be cast per member
number. You can go online and use Simply Voting to cast your ballot or request a paper ballot in the
store before the meeting or you can vote at the annual meeting. Your login information for Simply
Voting is included in this mailing. It will also be emailed to you (if we have your email--if not, please
sign up to get our E-News on our website).
*See Page #4 for Details on Discount Proposal & Non-Binding Ballot Questions
BOARD ELECTIONS
Each year members choose their representatives to the Board of Directors. Members own our cooperative. We elect board members to represent us during the year, stewarding our cooperative so that
it achieves its mission and stays on the course we’ve set for it. The board has eleven seats. Three or
four of those seats automatically come up for election each year, with three-year terms. This year we
have 3 open seats, so you can vote for up to three of the following candidates.
Candidate #1: Peter Garbus
Candidate #2: Lynn Benander
Candidate #3: Jeanne Douillard
Candidate #4: Jon Shina
For complete candidate information, including photos and bios, please refer to the online ballot, the
posted candidate information in either store on the bulletin boards or our website.

Lynn Benander:

Peter Garbus:
Jonathan Shina:
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The growing competition in the natural foods marketplace creates unique challenges for our
cooperative, which is committed to providing living wage jobs with benefits, fair prices for local
farmers for the food they raise, and community service (charitable giving, volunteer work, food justice,
and social service support). The commodification of natural food will dramatically impact the industry
as a whole, as the big boxes compete in endless price wars, driving the prices of food down to a level
that, in the end, hurts both the employees and the producers, and is in direct conflict with the values
of our cooperative. We’ve been losing money, spending down our savings:

A great deal has already been done to stop our slide. There are limited opportunities to further
contain overheads without compromising operations. Although we still have some breathing room,
we are approaching a critical benchmark of 15 days cash on hand, which is a measure of how much
cash a company has in relation to its monthly operating expenses. Austerity measures (i.e. job losses
and significant wage reductions) don’t align with our values and are more likely to cause a downward
spiral of slashing costs and collapsing revenue. Here are the five strategies we are focusing on in order
to remedy this situation, and strengthen our cooperative:
#1 - GROW OUR MEMBERSHIP

The more members we have, the stronger we are. Our dynamic community involvement and
community service programs bring in new members every month. Our Food For All program brings
in member-owners with limited resources, and gives them a 10% discount on their purchases.
We currently have 3,031 members!
#2 - SIGNIFICANTLY INCREASE REVENUES
Continued sustained sales growth presents itself as our most viable option to stabilize our organization, and to support the possibility of expansion. We require a high (5%+) rate of growth to maintain
viability, and an even higher rate of growth to achieve consistent positive net income. This growth is
more difficult to achieve than it has been historically because of very flat inflation or even deflation in
grocery combined with the commodification of natural foods.
#3 - SUPPORT RENOVATION AND EXPANSION PROJECTS AT McCUSKERS
AND GREEN FIELDS MARKET
At McCusker’s Market we remodeled the store, centralized prepared foods production to Green Fields
Market, added beer and wine sales, expanded the bulk selection, and redesigned the store flow. It
has paid off in reduced labor costs, improved margin, and growth in average transaction size leading
to considerable softening of the losses there—but, substantial sales growth will be necessary to bring
the location from just breaking even into solid profitability.
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Expanding Green Fields Market is still a top priority. The challenges that we currently face also impede our ability to continue to capitalize on the things that we already do well. Prepared foods is
growing faster than our facilities will allow. Prepared foods is what sets us apart in our local food
retail landscape. Considering the state of our facilities and assets, we do not have the capacity to
maintain the current level of growth. We need more space for the kitchen, bakery, receiving and
storage. Think of Green Fields Market like a root-bound potted tomato plant---we have been diligently watering and fertilizing it to the best of our ability, but, in order for it to be able to continue
to thrive and expand, and to feed more people, we are in dire need of a transplant in order to stay
healthy! More floor space will allow us to offer more products, buy at better prices, and increase our
profitability.
After years of planning and searching for alternative sites on or near Main Street, we’re getting close
to having a sound plan for expanding Green Fields Market. We completed the market study and
have researched real estate options consistent with the expansion criteria the membership provided to the Board. We’re in the process of exploring possible store designs and putting an updated
business plan together. Once we have those pieces together, the Board will decide whether to move
forward to make the investment and expand, with input from member-owners. Member involvement
and support for the expansion plan is essential for its success.
#4 - REDUCE OPERATING EXPENSES
Staff has done an outstanding job of reducing our operating expenses down to 10.86% from 12.58%
in 2015. This is a major accomplishment in the grocery industry. We appreciate the effort they’ve
invested in reaching this significant milestone.
At Green Fields, we've been attempting, in increasingly inadequate space, to reset the store to
prioritize our fastest-growing product categories--fresh and prepared foods, expand production and
cold storage space; expand and better market Co-op Basics; market our mission, our message, and
our products; develop managers’ abilities to quickly adjust schedules to support shifts in sales volume, attend more closely to purchasing and inventory levels, and proactively look for opportunities
and efficiencies within each manager’s area of responsibility.
Efforts to contain operating costs have included further cost negotiation on our health insurance;
increased electrical efficiency (high efficiency cooler controls, LED lighting); in-house floor cleaning;
greater attention to packaging costs; in-house training and lower/no cost external training; decreased credit card processing rates; and review of store supply purchasing (i.e., packaging, office
supplies, etc). For the last fiscal year, the aggregate effects of these efforts was to hold operating
expenses flat over the prior year and bring in operating costs at about $80k under budget.
#5 - CONSIDER A CHANGE TO THE 2% FIXED MEMBER DISCOUNT PROGRAM
The Finance Committee has been suggesting that the Board of Directors look at our co-op's
member discount program, specifically the 2% member discount, due to the financial pressures at
both stores. At the Annual Meeting in 2017 our Board Treasurer said: "Our discounts are currently
twelve times the net income. The Finance Committee believes a discussion of discounts is a fiscally
responsible conversation for the BOD and member-owners to have this coming year.”
The Board has therefore spent a great deal of time this past year considering this issue. In simple
terms, our current revenue does not cover our current discount model, meaning that the money
that we currently make is not sufficient to cover the amount that we give out in the form of member
discounts. The cost of this is further passed on to our members in the form of elevated margins---we
will have to continue to charge more for the food that we sell, without changes to the current
discount model.
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We paid out $250,000 in member discounts last year. The 2% Fixed Member Discount alone
was $111,000. Nearly 90% of all currently operating food cooperatives in the United States have
switched to some form of a variable discount model for members. We’re projecting that switching
to a Variable Discount program will add $58,000 next year to our bottom line. We have been able to
reduce the significant losses from prior years, but we still lost $118,000 last year.
We’ve been losing money, spending down our savings. The changes we are considering are not
adequate on their own to resolve our financial problems, but along with the recent renovations and
expansion at McCusker’s and the GFM expansion possibilities that are currently being explored, our
hope is that these decisions will soon see us returning to profitability. It is essential that we generate
a profit on a consistent basis. Profits are needed to maintain our building and equipment. Profits
give us the ability to ensure our cooperative is here for generations to come, providing healthy food
and building our community. Profits also enable us to utilize our existing Patronage Dividends
program, and to distribute dividends to members. The chart below presents some basic fiscal
information.

We circulated a discount survey at the end of last year. Thanks for the 197 responses! However, due
to concerns with the surveys design and promotion, we believe it is essential that we have more
feedback given the Board’s responsibility to serve as the link with the owners. Instead of acting on
the discount proposal as planned at the January Board meeting, it was decided to wait to vote at
the March 14th Board meeting, after presenting this information in our Annual Meeting mailing and
considering the results of the non-binding ballot questions.
WHAT’S BEING PROPOSED					
Replace the 2% cash register discount with a variable member discount program. The “Food For All”
and Working Member discount levels, 10% and 15%, would remain unchanged.
					
Variable member discounts would be introduced. Members would be offered a variety of
member-only discounts. Variable discounts can take many forms:
			
				• member specials
				• member coupons
				• member truckload sales
				• member appreciation days
				
• quarterly member discount days
				
• semi-annual member discount weeks
				• member-only department-wide discounts
				
• monthly discounts on select ranges of products
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If we change to a “Variable Member Discount,” it would be administered by staff, with the General
Manager reporting back to the Board about its implementation and impact.
Changing a member benefit is not something that any of us takes lightly--as with any change there
are potential risks. Some members could start shopping less at the Co-op. Some members may
even choose to withdraw their membership. We hope what you’ve read above illustrates why we
believe that the potential benefits of this change will outweigh the risks.
WHAT’S NEXT?							
You’ll find the following two non-binding questions on your Simply Voting ballot:				
Do you support eliminating the 2% cash register discount? (yes - no - undecided)				
			
If the 2% discount is eliminated, do you support establishing new variable member discounts?
(yes - no - undecided)
The plan is for the Board to vote on the proposed 2% Fixed Discount change at the March 14th
Board meeting located at 170 Main St. in Greenfield starting at 6:30 pm. Per our bylaws, all owners
are welcome to attend, participate, and vote at Board meetings.
					
IN CLOSING
It takes all of us to make our cooperative work---and, it will take all of us, working together, to
address these very real challenges and issues facing us now. Our shared values, our shared
commitment to our community, and our shared desire to continue to thrive as a community resource
and a locally-owned business, set us apart. Our co-op, through our principles and our passions, is
much more than a natural foods grocery store—it is a place where we support one another, in real,
meaningful, tangible ways, every day. We honor the labor of our friends and neighbors in the food
that we make, grow, and share. We work to address food insecurity through outreach, compassion,
and education. We support the greater social health of our community in song, art, writing, and
simply taking time to break bread with one another at a well-loved shared table. We know that we all
want to feel that we are doing everything that we can, together, in equal measure, to ensure that all
of these things are able to continue, as we look to the next phase of our development as a co-op.
					
Thank you for your careful attention to these important matters. The Board and Staff seek to steward
our cooperative well on your behalf. Your guidance and input are essential to the success of our
cooperative. Thank you for all you’ve contributed. It has made a difference to our community and to
our region.
We look forward to seeing you March 4th!
								
In cooperation,
John Williams, General Manager
George Touloumtzis, Board President
Jeanne Douillard, Board Treasurer
On behalf of the Board, Committee Members,
and Staff of Franklin Community Co-op

Annual Member
Gathering
at

Greenfield Community College

Growing Together for 41 years
Sunday March 4th , 2018
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SEED
SWAP!
Franklin Community Co-op’s
11th Annual Seed Swap, 2/11/18
By: Sharin Alpert

The upstairs meeting room at Green Fields
Market was packed. People caught up with old
friends and chatted about their farms and gardens
and, of course, their seeds, displayed in jars and
bowls and bags. Some of the varieties that struck
me as unusual included noodle beans, Christmas
lima beans, and great green castor beans;
Shishigatani and Bhutan squash; Tahitian melon,
Iroquois white corn, native crossvine, and epazote.
High Mowing Seeds in Vermont donated lots of new
seed packets, and several participants brought new
and partially used packets. Small envelopes and
pens were available so we could note what we were
taking as well as planting and growing tips.
Many, though not all, attendees were seed savers.
Rather than buy new seeds each year, seed savers
plant a little extra and keep some for next year’s
crop—and some to give away or trade with a
neighbor. Why save seeds? Reasons range from
frugality to perpetuating heirloom varieties to building community resilience and strength.
Melinda McCreven of Greenfield has organized this
exchange since 2008. When I asked how it works,
she explained, “Some growers really curate their
seeds. Some want to swap seeds, some just leave
them for free. Seed saving and swapping are great
for local resilience,” she added. “We can learn what
varieties really work in our little areas, and we are
strengthening our communities’ sustainability.”

the Hilltown Seed Saving Network in Cummington,
said, “I brought all the seeds we had left over from
our recent swap.” Her seeds were mostly flowers.
Joe Masteika from Amherst raises pigs and has a
small beef herd. He was delighted to take some
asparagus seeds. “They’re difficult to find!” he said.
He also found a quantity of kale seeds and said he
will plant them where the pigs were last year. “They
should grow like ground cover, and I can feed them
to the pigs next year.”
KD from Leverett and Jackie Hunt from Wendell told
me about the Franklin County Women’s GARDEN
(Growing Agricultural Resiliency and Developing
Economic Networks) Project. A collaboration
between GCC, Seeds of Solidarity, Montague
Catholic Social Ministries, and NELCWIT, the threeyear project helps low-income women learn
sustainability skills. Project participants have built
and planted raised beds at NELCWIT in Greenfield,
at the Women’s Center in Turners Falls, and in
downtown Orange, as well as offered instruction
on starting and maintaining gardens, growing and
preserving food, and starting food-focused cooperatives.

Danny Botkin from Laughing Dog Farm in Gill
(http://laughingdogfarm.com/) is “a superstar of the
seed-saving world” who has been to every one of
these exchanges, according to McCreven.
Danny was busy all afternoon exchanging advice
Participants included farmers, in-town gardeners,
and stories with participants who thronged his
and representatives of seed saving groups. Many
table. He described some of the more unusual
were dedicated permaculturists. Sadie, a member of varieties’ histories and uses, talked with novices
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Clumps of baby leeks emerge, and when he’s ready,
Danny digs them up and plants each clump separately and gets more leeks than he would by seeding in a more traditional way.

about seed-saving basics, told us why he was
passionate about heirloom plants, and described his philosophy about growing food.
Danny described how saving seeds has
monumentally changed his farm’s growing
methods.

Learn more about Danny’s growing methods during
workshops at his farm in Gill this spring:
Farming on the Fringe: Guerrilla
Propagation Tactics for the Backyard Farm
or Garden, Sunday afternoon, March 4th,
www.facebook.com/events/573739679646219/

“Now I am endlessly, always planting – because

Farming the Dark Side,
Low-Tech Season Extension,
Sunday afternoon, April 8th
Backyard Goat Dairy, Sunday morning, May 6th
Intro to Fermenting: Making Pickles, Goat
Cheese and Sourdough Bread, Sunday,
afternoon, June 3rd, 1:00-4:00 PM
For more info, see http://laughingdogfarm.
com or contact Danny at 413-863-8696 or
dannybotkin@gmail.com.
I went home with some new seeds to try and a
new way to think about gardening in my tiny yard.

I can. I don’t have envelopes full of seeds, I
have jars full of seeds. This has allowed me
to stop planting most things in rows, seed
by seed. I now start almost everything in the
greenhouse in big clumps of each plant.”
He described how he grows leeks. Most
people who want to grow leeks in our region
either buy tiny young plants in the spring or
start the plants indoors, under lights.
“I had a leek epiphany,” Danny said, “after I
accidentally left a leek seed head in a muddy
bucket.” Several months later, vigorous young
leeks grew in that bucket. “Here’s the
epiphany,” he continued. “Clumps do better
than individual seeds. Planted in a cluster, they
thrive. Now I’ll bury an entire leek seed head in
the greenhouse.”
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Ride the Bus to the
Co-op
Reduce your Carbon Footprint,
Meet Your Neighbors,
Win A Basket of Co-op Basics!

and present a transfer ticket to the cashier with your
contact information written on the back, you’ll be
entered to win a monthly drawing for a free basket
of Co-op Basics, staple food items for any budget.
Keep your eyes peeled for an announcement about
this program going live this spring, along with a
special bus-riding challenge for our members during
Earth Week!

By: Andy Grant, on behalf of Franklin Community Co-op’s
Healthy Food Access Committee and Sarah Kanabay,
Outreach and Communications Manager at the
Franklin Community Co-op

NEW BUS STOPS — Have you noticed the new bus
stop on the corner of Wells and Main Streets, down
the block from Green Fields Market? Or the one
going the other way right across Main Street, near
Miles Street? These are two of numerous proposed
stops that have popped up downtown and on the
well-trafficked roads around Greenfield.

If you are reading this on paper, the New Beet can
also be read online at:
www.franklincommunity.coop/the-new-beet,
where you can click on these helpful links.

Staff Vignette

USE IT OR LOSE IT — Now is the time to support
your local bus service — and reduce your carbon
footprint — by changing some basic habits. Try
taking the bus to the co-op, even once. If the new
bus stops aren’t used there’s no guarantee they will
remain.

By: Hazel Dawkins, Member

"I'm here because Franklin
Community Cooperative is
important economically to the
county where I live," David Russell
says. "Besides, I really like the
staff," he adds. When he joined
FCC in August 2012, David was
helping with open source software
(programming code that can be
modified) for our point of sale
(the registers). His background
in system administration and
database management led to other IT tasks and he
was made IT manager in June 2014. David worked in
systems ITand programming since the late 1990s and as
a systems administrator at the Daily Hampshire Gazette
for six years. In October 2014, David was appointed one
of FCC's interim general management team with Rob
Levengood and Julia Ellingboe. When FCC's finance
manager left, David took on the supervision of financial
staff, which he did until January 2017 when he began
work exclusively on financial matters. He has rewritten
FCC's financial planning and is evaluating the feasibility
of expanding our store. He explained that "in 201415, FCC had the first full audit since we bought this
building."

GET STARTED:
• Plan your trip with Google Maps
(www.maps.google.com).
Select the mass transit filter and enter your starting
point and put the co-op as your destination (144
Main St, Greenfield, MA 01301).
Alternately, you can visit www.frta.org and find the
bus schedule in your neighborhood. The fare is
$1.25.
• Tell a friend and encourage them to join you.
USING FRTA HELPS YOUR NEIGHBORS, TOO —
Many in the Greenfield area have no car, and the
bus is the only affordable way to get around town
and to their cooperative grocery store. Using Franklin Regional Transit Authority (FRTA) shows demand
for regular bus service. Did you know that Franklin
County is the only county in our state that doesn’t
have weekend bus service? Raising demand can
help break down this transportation barrier.
‘BUSING FOR BASICS’ MONTHLY RAFFLE — Need
more encouragement? FCC is working with FRTA to
promote this action. Coming soon this April
(actual date TBA), If you take the bus to the co-op

When he has time, David plays experimental music
including improvisational vocal work and generative
compositions for modular synthesizer. Photography is
another of his hobbies and he also writes poetry and
stories. His home is in Greenfield, a short walk to FCC
because David is "not a fan of commuting."
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Let the season begin!

all look like identical, tiny, black specs in my cupped
hands. So, keeping things labeled and organized
makes all the difference! One by one, we take the
soil-filled trays and carefully dimple each plug with
our finger tips. In each plug we drop three onion
seeds, until the tray is filled. Then, we cover each
plug with additional soil, tucking the seeds in with
care and bid them goodbye until we see their little
green spouts breaking through that very soil, a couple weeks later. And now it has begun. Once that
first tray of onions has been planted, we are officially
farming. Another season, another tray of onions to
care for and watch grow from seed to field to harvest to dinner.

By: Meryl LaTronica
Director of Farm Operations, Just Roots

Let the season begin! On your mark, get set, grow!
OK, I know that sounds really cheesy, but that’s how
it always feels to me this time of year. It’s late February, so right about now I am getting busy crossing
things off that long winter list of things To Do. Create crop plan, check. Make a greenhouse and field
planting schedule, check. Order seeds, check. Order
potting soil, check. Hire farm crew, check. Clean and
inventory all equipment, check. Mourn the end of
vacation and celebrate the beginning of a new farm
season, check and check.

This is my second season as the Director of Farm
Operations at Just Roots and my second year
living in Franklin County. The first year felt like a
blur! When that starting whistle blew this time last
year and it was time to start seeding in the greenhouse I felt left in the dust! I was learning a new
farm and its systems and living in a new community,
figuring out where to get my vegetables before the
first spinaches and lettuces were ready at the farm!
I spent a lot of time at the Co-op this time last year,
buying lots of coffee and breakfast sandwiches before settling into a new home and new rhythm! This
year, though, I know my fields, my equipment and
my team. I know our CSA members and our farmer’s
market and feel more excited than ever about what
our crop plan looks like for the season and how we
will work together with our community to grow food
that people want! When the time comes in a couple
weeks to sow those onion seeds I can think of those
CSA members that loved the red onions over the
yellow onions, or the market goers who were wild
about the fresh red onions (red long of tropea) that
we produced early in the season. That joy of connecting vegetables to people, is part of what keeps
me farming, year after year. So, get ready with me!
Spring is on its way! Sow your seeds, join a CSA, get
excited for the farmer’s market to begin or come
and seed with us in the greenhouse!
Ready, set, GROW!

The beginning of March is a very exciting time on
the farm; to me it’s like the warm-up before a very
long race. In the first week of March we welcome
back one of our returning crew members to the
farm. Together, we will open up the greenhouse,
clear the winter cobwebs off dormant seed trays,
open that first bag of potting soil, turn on the
sleeping heater and get to work. First, we mix our
potting soil into our perfect blend of top quality
Vermont Compost (fort-vee) with some scoops of
vermiculite. We lift each bag with caution and proper form, because our backs and bodies aren’t quite
prepared for the heavy lifting that we were doing at
the end of last season. With the bags leaning into
our large Rubbermaid soil tub, we slice open each
one with the swift move of a small,
red-handled harvest knife. We plunge our hands
deep into the soil, turning the soft, dark, moist soil
in with the crunchy yet soft vermiculite until the two
mediums are evenly distributed. The smell of it fills
our nostrils with as much force as the grains of earth
fill the dry cracks in our winter hands. It smells of
spring time. It smells of hope and excitement and
joy for what this new season will bring. We grab the
dust covered plastic seed trays and fill them with this
hope, this soil, and put them on the table, ready to
be planted.
We start with the onions. This year at Just Roots we
plan to grow eight different varieties. We have some
for storage, some for bunching and some specialty
onions, like ‘gold coin,’ a small, flat, yellow, cipollini
onion with a delicious sweetness that are so fun to
bring to market. At this point, there’s no way for me
to tell the difference between the yellow storage or
the fresh white or the summer yellow onions—they
13

Perennial Grain

father heard Jackson speak to a group of farmers.
At that point working toward a perennial agriculture
became his dream. In 2003 he launched a largescale program at the Land Institute to convert T.
intermedium into a functioning grain. He called it
Kernza.

By: Marilyn Andrews

In the October 30, 2017, “Future of Food” issue
of the Nation, Madeline Ostrander has an article,
“Hacking the Grain”, focused on Kernza. This is a
summary and review of that article.

Advances in the sequencing of DNA over the past
fifteen years have made it easier to shift Kernza’s
traits. With almost all the grain’s genome mapped,
breeders can track the genes that control particular
traits and select for fat seeds, resistance to disease,
or grains that don’t scatter in the wind but cling until
harvested.

Kernza is called a “perennial wheat”. It’s an
alternative to agriculture’s first crops: barley and two
varieties of wheat called emmer and einkorn, which
started as wild plants. It’s an alternative because it’s
not an annual crop, which dies and needs to be
replanted for the next year, committing agriculture
to tillage of the soil and its eventual degradation.
In the U.S., after the dust bowl, the government
promoted soil conservation measures. Yet the U.S.
still loses soil ten times faster than nature can
replace it.

In 2011, the Land Institute began collaborating with
the University of Minnesota on studying the grain.
And in 2017 General Mills offered the university half
a million dollars to study several aspects if Kernza,
including how it might help store carbon and organic matter in the soil. General Mills wants to reach
what it calls “sustainable emission levels” by 2050.
They hope Kernza will help meet this goal.

More recently scientists have discovered that tillage
and other activities that churn up the soil play a role
in climate change. Turning the soil disrupts the communities of tiny animals, fungi and microorganisms
that hold carbon. Tillage causes some of that carbon
to break down and escape into the atmosphere.
One recent study estimated that tillage has contributed about 133 billion metric tons of carbon to the
planet’s atmosphere.

Other ventures are looking at other perennial crops.
The Land Institute and the University of Minnesota
and its partners are working on a rice being tested
in China, an oilseed similar to canola, and a flaxseed
native to North America. At Washington University
they are developing a version of a wheat like perennial called Salish Blue. This is the result of a twenty
year effort to cross wheat with perennial wheatgrass.
Salish Blue lives about two years and farmers in
northwest Washington are beginning to grow it.

Kernza yields less than conventional wheat by one
third. But it has one major advantage – a long life
span. Its roots go fifteen feet deep and bank nutrients. It is able to produce edible grains for five years
during which time it requires little or no tilling and
less fertilizer than wheat does. According to its proponents, if Kernza succeeds it could be the start of a
revolution to save soil and fight climate change.

With the advantage of gene mapping, Kernza has
changed more quickly. Since 2001 the size of the
seeds has doubled. Scientists hope to lengthen its
productive life span from five to ten years. With this
process of creating a GMO, what are the guiding
values?

Starting in the 1920’s, American and Russian
scientists tested a few lines of perennial wheat,
hoping to save farmers the cost of replanting. In
the early 1980’s Wes Jackson, co-founder of the
Land Institute, persuaded Robert Rodale, son of J. I.
Rodale, to find a perennial that could substitute for
wheat. The Rodale Institute came up with nearly one
hundred and ten candidates before
concentrating on a species called Thinopyrum
intermedium, a wheatgrass first collected from Turkey and Afghanistan.
The breeding proceeded on a small scale until in
2001 when Lee DeHaan joined the Land Institute’s
staff. As a teenager he had heard of Jackson’s dedication to the idea of a perennial agriculture when his

The values guiding the creation of one of the current
GMO’s, food crops meant to be “roundup ready”,
are those of the parent company. They are meant to
survive the dosing of herbicides that are the products of the company that will kill their wild competitors. But if the values guiding the creation of these
new GMO’s were the health of the wider society
then we would all benefit. If it’s profit that guides the
process, in other words, if the health of the parent
company is the governing concern, then we are in
danger of ignoring important other results of the
creation of the GMO.
For instance, with Kernza it would be an advantage
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It is not an adequate response for us to “vote with
our dollars”. The marketplace has its own structure,
related to the size of the producer and the number
of people using the product. Once a product has
become large enough to be used by a significant
part of the population, it has behind it the power of
an industry. The industry can limit and control the
terms of the conversation.

to expand the scope and use of the grain because
the costs of production would be lowered and a
more sustainably grown grain would replace some
of the wheat now grown. It would not be an advantage to build the GMO to be “roundup ready”,
because glyphosate is almost certainly a human
carcinogen. Nor would it be wise to send it into the
market without investigating the unintended effects
of unexpected attributes. This is not a plant that has
been modified slowly, over generations of humans,
proving it’s safe to eat.

The search for a “sustainable agriculture” reflects
the concerns of a growing number of people. We’re
beginning to see how these issues are linked. But
we haven’t found a way to make sure the decisions
we make about agriculture and food are made according to the full range of values we hold.
Already Kernza has moved into the market in a small
way. The owner of the Birchwood Café in Minneapolis was asked by an agronomist at the University of
Minnesota in 2013 if she would help develop food
products using Kernza. The first challenge was that
the seeds were too small for conventional mills. A
farmer milled them with a bicycle powered mill.

With tobacco, which was modified to increase its
nicotine content, an expansion of the use of the
product caused disease and death and higher
health care costs. These are important social issues
which should weigh into the decision to create the
modified products in the first place.
Ostrander notes (p.22) that “the best known endeavor to reimagine farming has been the organic-food movement.” Organic has grown, but, 43%
of organic sales are produce, only 9% are bread and
grains. In the U.S. grains make up a large percent
of what’s grown, mostly because there is so much
grown for animal food and for making ethanol. Ostrander thinks, given the urgency of climate change,
“it’s possible that farming needs a different kind of
makeover, bearing in mind the realities of Big Agriculture and the humble grains that power most of
the farming sector.”

In Minneapolis a microbrewery is brewing a beer
from Kernza. A San Francisco bakery makes a bread
called The Perennial with the grain. A baker in New
York produces a 75% Kernza bread. Patagonia Provisions and the Hopworks Urban Brewery are selling a
beer make from Kernza in Whole Foods.

But this is early in the game as far as the market
goes. General Mills’ interest in Kernza as a basis for
more sustainable agriculture probably indicates that
Farmer George Naylor, quoted by Liz Henderson in
the Winter 2017-18 issue of the Natural Farmer, says they see a marketing advantage there. If the full
we need to recognize how market forces affect farm- range of what we value in our food isn’t considered,
General Mills’ definition of “sustainable emission
ers, the land, and consumer behavior. We must delevels” for carbon could be achieved by farmers usmand policy solutions that will create a sustainable
ing herbicides. Already, no- till farmers who are not
agriculture. Naylor suggests using a system based
farming organically are using herbicides to deal with
on “Parity”, the New Deal farm programs. These
weeds.
involved conservation and supply management to
avoid waste, pollution and over-production; a price
support that set a floor under the market price rath- If we recognize that this process is problem solving
about what values we want represented in our food,
er than sending out a government payment; grain
we can see that all the information about what’s
reserves to avoid food shortages and food price
being decided needs to be considered: the public
spikes; and a quota system, fair to all farmers, that
health effects of the herbicides as well as the greater
changed the incentives of production.
sustainability of the reduced tillage. We can’t maximize all of these values. Our political process needs
If we start with an idea like this, and acknowledge
to stretch to take these different values into account
the issues and concerns we have, we can work
and consider them honestly. The balance is our
toward ideas that might become solutions to our
concerns. We can avoid faction based arguments fo- choice, and we can’t afford to give it away.
cused on advocating for or against specific policies.
Focusing on the effectiveness of the ideas that we
consider can help us sort through our alternatives
for those we want to try.
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Nature Notes
Kathleen O’Rourke, Naturalist/Herbalist

* The “snow fleas” that we see peppering the base
of a tree or where the sun has melted the snow on
warmer days, are actually called Springtails. They
generally inhabit the surface of soil or ponds,
feeding on algae, pollen and leaf mold. They are
looking for food, a sure sign that spring is coming!
* Before their huge green leaves open, the fistsized purplish, pointed heads of skunk cabbage
will emerge in wet areas, generate heat, and melt
the surrounding snow and ice. Look inside this
spathe for its tiny flowers. Smell it….phew! Great
for attracting pollinators though.
* The first day of spring is March 20th, also
known as the vernal equinox, when day and night
is of equal length. Vernal means spring.
Another vernal happening: Ice is melting in small
forest ponds and the wood frogs and salamanders
will be going there to use these temporary vernal
pools to safely breed. Try to find a pool on a warm
day or evening, especially after rain. Go quietly
into the woods and wander until you hear the low
raucous quacking of wood frogs. Approach slowly,
then sit still and wait for the frogs to resurface and
resume their mating sounds. In a few weeks the
frogs will have laid their eggs and returned to their
home turf: under leaf litter in the forest. This is a
treat not to be missed. I once sat while frogs leaphopped all around me as they made their initial
journey into the water; a rare sight after years of
viewing vernal pools.
* Give yourself a treat this spring and take some
time everyday to become familiar with a small patch
of ground. Find your spot in the woods, or at the
edge (where there’s always a lot happening!), and
bring a cushion or folding chair if you like. It can
be a nice time to meditate, pray, or honor Mother
Earth, Father Sky and the four directions (where is
the sun and what direction are you facing?). The
point is to sit very quietly until the natural world
unfolds without too much human interference; a
critter may stroll by, a bird may call and land on a
branch nearby. Even a daily walk may have a place
just to stop a while and notice what is different,
added, or missing from a visit yesterday or last
week: green shoots emerge daily and trees slowly
open their leaves. You’ll find that your observation
skills keep improving, rewarding you with amazing
and surprising changes. So much is happening
this time of year; don’t let it pass you by. It’s a long
time ‘til next spring!
Kathleen O’Rourke, naturalist/herbalist

Then and Now
More on Franklin Community
Co-operative's History
by Hazel Dawkins, Member

You may be startled by the following headline: "Co-op
expands to full time." That particular news flash was
written on October 16, 1981, and topped an article in
our local newspaper, The Recorder. The co-op referred to
was the Montague Food Co-op. In the piece, "Exploring
the History of Our Franklin Community Cooperative,"
in the Winter 2017/18 issue of the New Beet, it was
explained that our co-op, FCC, "sprang from the
Montague Food Co-op." In 1981, it was a leap of faith
for the Montague Co-op to increase its 19-hour schedule
to 50-60 hours a week. These days, FCC is not only far
larger than the Montague Co-op ever was but FCC is
open 7 days a week from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m., which adds up
to quite a few more hours than the Montague Co-op.
After the Montague Co-op became a full-time grocery
store, their policies for members were that "...the 15
working members receive a 15 percent markdown." A
single member was required to work 3 hours a month
and a couple had to work four hours each month for the
15 percent markdown. In 2018, FCC had a similar policy:
to receive a discount, single members must work 4 hours
a month and a couple needs to work for 8 hours.
Back in the day, the Montague Co-op had bulk bins––
which filmmaker Steve Alves (an FCC member since
1993) thought were "cool,"––and they also offered bulk
purchasing. Bulk bins and bulk purchasing are available
at FCC not just because these are economic ways to
buy items but because they support the important
cooperative principle of offering quality food to shoppers
as reasonably as possible. Although the managers of the
Montague Co-op, David Doolittle and Tom Tolg, knew
that 1977 was not "the best economic climate for such
a venture," they were committed to a philosophy of
"good nutrition" and, where possible, "non-processed
food." They did "stock some of the regular (processed)
foods because people demand them." FCC is a different
animal from the Montague Co-op (we have 85 plus staff),
but we continue the principle of nutritious food, much
of which is organic (California describes "organic" items
as "no chemicals" which some consider a more accurate
label).
The Montague Food Co-op forged the way for FCC.

They persevered and as a result, FCC is now an
important part of the fabric of Greenfield and Shelburne
Falls. Perhaps the most striking change, a challenging
one for all cooperatives, is how eagerly traditional
supermarkets have hopped aboard the bandwagon
of nutritious and organic foods. One wonders
what shoppers think when they enter one of those
supermarkets and see the words, "Natural Foods" over
one department. If you follow that thought to a logical
conclusion, what does it mean about the rest of the food
in that supermarket?
Once again, grateful thanks to Tom Tolg, who
shared the Recorder article and other research into FCC's
origins.

She did not need them in the first place, for she never
had hypertension:her blood pressure levels were
appropriate for her age.
More recently, I saw a patient regarding an acute kidney
infection. She had these repeatedly,had run through
every antibiotic known to Western medicine, and had to
abandon her latest, Ciproflaxin, because it was shredding
her tendons — and she was a runner. The entire family
of fluoroquinolone antibiotics was now off limits to her
because of this devastating side effect. (Many of the
newer fluoroquinolones already have been withdrawn
owing to extreme toxicity.). Homeopathy was able to
stop the kidney infection and, over time, heal her Achilles
so she could run once more. Homeopathy should also
eventually be able to cure her tendency to recurrent
UTIs.
Another patient who long suffered from chronic fatigue
syndrome came in hopes that homeopathy could
help with a Lyme disease co-infection. She had been
diagnosed with Babesiosis, the conventional treatment
for which is an anti-malarial drug that had made her
worse in all respects.

WHEN MEDICATIONS
DO HARM

L

By: Dale C. Moss

L

For Babesiosis — and all other ailments — there is
no single homeopathic treatment: it depends entirely
on symptoms. For this patient, with a history of
mononucleosis and chronic fatigue, her ever-present
fatigue and mental confusion, there were many potential
homeopathic remedies. But the fact that her condition
worsened from an anti-malarial containing atovaquone,
an alkaloid chemically related to quinine, first directed
me to a remedy known in tropical countries for quinine
poisoning. When that failed to help, I chose the remedy
most homeopathic — i.e., most similar — to her
symptoms of night sweats and tinnitus.

As a homeopath I see a lot of coal mine canaries,
people too sensitive for this world, so sensitive they
seem allergic to everything. Or their problems have not
been handled well by conventional medicine. In fact,
their troubles may have been caused by conventional
medicine.
This last group is increasingly worrisome. A rarity in
my age cohort, I take no medications. When I signed
up for Medicare, I was pressured to opt for Part D, the
prescription drug plan. I retorted that there was nothing
homeopathy couldn’t do more cheaply and more safely
than drugs.

That one did the trick.
It will take a while for this woman to heal completely. It
may also take a sequence of other remedies, depending
upon her symptoms. Her healing will be speedier,
however, if she goes off a popular herbal treatment
for Babesiosis, a treatment which, not coincidentally,
includes a root high in anti-malarial alkaloids chemically
similar to quinine. For her, quinine and its analogues are
too harmful.

Many of my patients, however, take multiple drugs, often
with little review of whether they’re still needed and even
more often with no appreciation of possible side effects
or interactions with other meds or supplements.
Years ago, my mother was hospitalized with a pulmonary
embolism which developed after she raised her hands
to take a book off the shelf, abruptly lost consciousness,
and fell hard on her back. It took the hospital a few days,
but they realized something was seriously amiss when
they found her heart rate was 39. A rate that low might
be understandable in a top athlete, but my mom was in
her late 80s and running no marathons.

No matter whom you consult for various ailments, a
primary care doctor or a specialist, do yourself and your
loved ones a favor by always asking pointed questions
about the medications prescribed, side effects, and
potential interactions with other medications you may be
taking — and when you can reasonably expect to be off
them!

She had been taking Atenolol, a beta-blocker notorious
for slowing the heart rate, sometimes to dangerous
levels. As a result, she had developed heart block and
required a pacemaker.

Dale C. Moss, a co-op member for nearly 20 years, is a
classical homeopath who also raisesorganic chickens and
turkeys in Buckland.

With the help of her new and savvy cardiologist in
Greenfield, I was able to wean her off her heart meds.
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Commentary on
Annual Meeting Topics
By: John White

When the mailing containing information for the Annual
Meeting arrived, I was pleased to see it and immediately
began to read it. I was especially interested in the
arguments presented by management and the Board
Treasurer in regard to the proposed elimination of the
member discount at the register. I consider this small
2% discount to be the bedrock of the agreement of the
Co-op’s corporate agreement with those of us who own
the corporation. A few minutes later I read through it
because I didn’t find the information I was hoping to see.
What was missing in the presentation was the reasons
and amounts associated with the specific reasons why the
cash reserve has been depleted over the past five years.
It came back to my memory that a large part of these
depleting expenditures were related to the debt in taking
on and renovating the branch of the Co-op in Shelburne
Falls: McCusker’s Market. I am sure there were other
expenditures, for ongoing improvements to machinery,
debt management related to other than McCusker’s,
pay improvement for staff, and other reasons that might
account for the losses over the past few years.
Still, from last year at the Annual Meeting and from other
presentations, it has stuck in my mind that the primary
reason our earnings have not carried our expenses is
because of the debt associated with McCusker’s Market.
Preliminary reports seem to indicate that this is changing,
and that, if accurate, is good news.
The last of clarifying information in the mailing
presentation will hopefully be rectified at the meeting on
March 4th, by the GM and Treasurer’s reports. It is one
thing to ask membership to give up a basic agreement
of being a member, and quite a different ask to do so
without presenting a complete financial understanding
of why we are losing money. If the ongoing struggles
related to McCusker’s are still a large part of this unseen
debt, membership needs to know this so that another
discussion can be had about the feasibility of keeping a
sinking ship – if indeed it is still sinking and pulling the
rest of the Co-op down with it.
Even though the elimination of the 2% discount will
not affect me because I am a working member, at the
moment I am opposed to eliminating it. I need more
information to make a decision, and I also would like to
see a more visible and aggressive membership campaign
undertaken before eliminating a basic membership
benefit. It seems to me that a larger membership will be
needed to support a store that will nearly double in size;
so perhaps it would be better to place emphasis on that
objective rather than eliminating the 2% agreement. As
a working member, I would rather see a reduction in the
discount those of us who work receive than taking away a
basic contractual agreement with all members.
John White
Member of Member Engagement Committee
Member since 2015

Spring Events at the Co-op!
IN MARCH:

ARTISTS AND WRITERS MAKERS PANEL:
SATURDAY, MARCH 24TH
4:00 PM TO 6:00 PM
170 MAIN | GREENFIELD, MA

IN APRIL:
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CLASSIFIEDS

FREE: Introductory Session, Communication
& Connection, a workshop based on the NVC (Nonviolent
Communication)
work of Marshall Rosenberg.
March 12th,
10 am-noon in Greenfield
Facilitated by Susan Hackney in affiliation with The
Mediation & Training Collaborative. To register: hackneys@
juno.com
Pet-Sitting: Happy Cats Happy Dogs:
Dog walking and cat, dog & small animal care in your
home. Professional. Affordable. Kind. Serving Greenfield &
Surrounding Area. Insured & Bonded. Pet CPR & First Aid
Certified. Adriene Tilton: 413-824-8269
or happycats.greenfield@yahoo.com.
www.facebook.com/HappyCatsGreenfield
Yoga in the round! Thursday evening classes in the Yoga
Yurt at Abbott’s Glen (Halifax VT). Thursday 6:30 – 7:30
slow & gentle yoga ($10). Add a sauna and soup for
another $15! Class size is limited. kate@highlandyoga.
studio. For more info, class & retreat offerings: www.
highlandyoga.studio
GIVEAWAYS:
About 100 clean, brown glass jars, 3-12 oz., wide and
narrow mouth
(not tincture jars w/droppers),
for mother jars, dry herb storage, oils, etc.
Ideal for an herbalist beginning to teach classes. Also,
class handouts, invasive and endangered species info,
and some herb and wild ediblesbooks.
Call Kathleen O’Rourke, herbalist, 625-9426
Employed, 60 y.o. male seeks
rental apt./house in mid/east county.
Need min. 2 BR & storage. Occasional visits by 10 y.o. &
small, good dog must be OK. roboquinno@gmail.com
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Franklin Community Co-op
Receive:

10%

Flowers
for your
Table

OFF

$30 or more during the month of March
For Co-op Members only!
PLEASE PRINT member #:________
Limit one per member number

Valid March 2018

Holiday Dishes
& Springtime
Ingredients!

We’re ready
to get Growing!

Seeds for

compost
to keep
it going

your
arden

AND...The return of soft toys from Radyshes!
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Franklin Community Co-op

NEW

Drin ks
Smoo thies
and

Green Fields Market

